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Woodpecker router table accessories

Tubers were set up in September 1988. Their focus has always been on the top line of woodworking tools. Since 1993 Woodpeckers produces top quality router tables and router mounting panels. They also produce router lifts, router fences, measuring and layout tools and many useful accessories. All Woodpecker Tools are produced here in the USA. They
do your machining, engraving, assembly and packaging to ensure that your order is quality and fast delivery. Woodpeckers is proud to have truly American-made router tools and accessories. Innovation, quality and careful engineering, which comes into the manufacture of woodpecker tools, are what makes these tools the best in the industry. We perform
the entire line of Woodpecker Tools at the lowest price. If you find the Woodpecker tool at a lower price, we will combine it. Looking for Woodpecker box clips? We perform a complete line of Woodpecker tools, including tuber box clips, which have recently been diy network features. Buy Woodpecker box clips and other great tools. Most popular reviews Most
recent reviews You are here: Home &gt; Accessories SHOP NOW INCREMENTAL TOOLS INCRA ROUTER STAND WHEEL KIT Use this SET of INCRA wheels to keep your router table mobile in a small store. Compatible with our router table stand 36 and router table stand 43. INCRA SHELF SUPPORTS These are additional short string sets for router
table stand 36 and router table stand 43. INCRA I-BOX JIG FOR BOX JOINTS This is the most advanced box joint jig ever made! Operates both at table saws and at the router tables, has microsighted joint tightness and allows the width of pins from 1/8 - 3/4. Quick assembly of the main joints and the possibility of advanced unique decorative joints. The
hand screw clip is not to be added. Made in the USA. INCRA MAST-R-LIFT &amp; MAST-R-LIFT II CONVERSION New and Improved! Allows you to fine-tune the height and change the router bits above the table. Direct drive, ultra-low friction and it compatible with various fixed base routers without adapters. Suitable for each INCRA router table. INCRA
PRL-V2 LIFT &amp; ADAPTORS The concept is like no other: For fast lifting or dropping the router, the fast lifting tool disables the lift mechanism, and spring helps the heaviest routers to travel freely in the lift range 3-1/4 with very easy efforts and without a crane. The router's collector can be raised above the table to change slightly in two seconds. INCRA
PUSHGUARD &amp; HOLD DOWNS Make your woodworking safer with our wide range of pushing blocks and hold down each INCRA ROUTER TABLE PLATE TEMPLATE This 3/4 thick MDF template is machined with computerized equipment to create an excellent mounting hole for INCRA or Woodpeckers router lifts and router mounting panels.
ROUTERS &amp; ACCESSORIES Fill your INCRA system system new router. INCRA MAGNALOCK RT PANELS INCRA'S 3/8 solid aluminum mounting panels are the new standard for achieving excellent cutting results for your router table. PORTER-CABLE 9-PIECE GUIDE BUSHING SET set includes 7 steel guides to scrubs of popular sizes plus two
lock rings, all fitted in case. Compatible with the bases of all brands of the router or router plate rings, which have injected 1-3/16 center hole. Made in the USA, 3yr warranty. JESSEM POW-R-TEK REMOTE ROUTER SWITCH This heavy 15 Amp switch allows you to switch the router without reaching the table. Mounted on a steel holder that is easily
attached to the tables of the INCRA router table or other router tables. Import. JESSEM PARALIGN FEATHER BOARD (DOUBLE PACK) Paralign Double Pack includes hardware that stacks both feather boards together, perfect for controlling higher panels on the router table or stabbing a band saw. IGAGING MAGNETIC LED WORK LIGHTS Improve
accuracy by better considering this exclusive working light set. Includes the magnetic base of the iGaging flexible arm, a removable LED flashlight and a mounting plate with hardware. WOODPECKERS COPE SLED It's just the best deal in the sled market, greatly improving your control when the route ends in the grain. Excellent quality design, beautiful
details, versatile design. SETUP TOOLS Wixey Digital Height Gauge m/ Fractions Wixey Digital Calipers m/ Fractions Wixey Remote Digital Readout m/ Fractions iGaging Digital Dial Indicator iGaging 6 Dial Caliper iGaging Angle Cube Level/Bevel Gauge i SETUP TOOLS Wixey Digital Height Gauge m/ Fractions iGaging Digital Dial Indicator iGaging 6 Dial
Caliper iGaging Angle Cube Level/Bevel Gauge i SETUP TOOLS Wixey Digital Height Gauge m/ Fractions m/ Fractions iGaging Digital Dial Indicator iGa Dial Caliper iGaging Angle Cube Level/Bevel Gauge i SETUP TOOLS Wixey Digital Height Gauge m/ Fractions m/ Fractions iGaging Digital Dial Indicator iGaging 6 Dial Caliper iGaging Angle Cube
Level/Gaging Snap Digital Indicator iGaging 0-1 Digital Thickness Meter iGaging 22pc Indicator Tip Set iGaging Magnetic Base w/ Digital Indicator Router Table Accessories Woodpeckers Router Table Accessories including Motor Pads , mounting panels, Rings, Fences &amp;amp; More. Woodpeckers LE Router Table Fence performs these tasks simply,
efficiently and without getting too complicated. The router fence attaches to sockets or T-Track between 17 from each other. There is no table size limit when installing this way. For more related content, subscribe to our newsletter! The newsletter I was building in the corner of the cabinet when I realized my desk wasn't quite wide enough to...
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